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Welcome Message from the Chairman
This is the sixth year of the International
Hellenic University’s existence. During
this period, the IHU has created six postgraduate programmes, fresh, dynamic
and forward-looking.
The programmes are taught in an
academic environment where the
knowledge is researched, the knowledge
is taught, the knowledge is disseminated
within and outside Greece.
Our central target from the first instant
has been academic excellence. How to
achieve this was and is the major task
and challenge as it involves the human
element. How to recruit those with the
greatest potential; to motivate them; to
inspire them. Not only the academics
but the administrators and professionals,
who should work with dedication and
harmony towards excellence, each in
his or her own capacity. I believe we
have achieved a lot here.
Those elements, however, are only part
of the equation. Another lively part of the
equation are the students, our partners
in the knowledge process. We have
been privileged to recruit very promising
students, who have become very able
graduates of the university, from sixteen

countries. We are in a good position now
to expand the numbers of international
students coming from outside Greece
and this is one of our immediate goals.
The final part of the equation is the wider
community, the end recipient of our
services. We have focused on academic
excellence and on our students. Now
we are in a position to show our third
partner, the wider community, what we
have achieved and what more we can
do in partnership.
I am delighted to say that four new
Masters programmes are to be
introduced in October 2012, while
another five programmes have been
submitted for approval to the Ministry
of Education.
It is my privilege to invite you to read the
pages before you, either as a potential
student or as a potential recruiter of
our graduates, either as a parent or as
someone who will be happy to see proof
that positive developments are always
taking place in our societies.

With my best wishes,
Professor Costas Th. Grammenos
CBE, DSc
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Who we are
The International Hellenic University
(IHU) was established by Law No.
3391 in October 2005 and is based
in Thessaloniki, Greece. The IHU is
Greece’s first state university, where
programmes are exclusively taught in
English.
Our philosophy is based upon the
following three concepts:
• Academic excellence
• Practical relevance
• International outlook
With backing from the Greek State
and the regional business community,
the IHU aims to develop as one
of Europe’s leading research and
academic institutions.
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It already attracts a strong international
academic faculty and outstanding
students from Southeast and other
European and Black Sea countries.
We draw from, and build upon, the
uniqueness of our multicultural student
body while preparing students for the
challenges of a rapidly changing global
society.

Our Mission
Our stategic mission is threefold:
• Provide research and education
that meet the needs of the
international community.
• Enhance understanding of the
economic, socio-political and
technological issues facing
the societies we serve, through

teaching and research of the
highest academic standard.
• Create an international and diverse
student and faculty community to
foster greater understanding
between cultures and nations.

The University
The IHU currently offers sought-after
postgraduate degrees in three Schools:
• Economics and Business
Administration
• Humanities
• Science and Technology
As a state University, all degrees
awarded are accredited by the
Government and are recognised
in the European Union and
internationally.

The School of Economics and Business
Administration offers six postgraduate
programmes:
•
•
•
•

Executive MBA (EMBA)
MSc in Management
MSc in Banking and Finance
MSc in Sustainable Development
- Sustainable strategies stream
- Sustainable tourism stream
• MSc in Strategic Product Design
- Product development stream
- Operational design stream
• LL.M. in Transnational and European
Commercial Law and Alternative
Dispute Resolution

The School of Humanities currently
offers two postgraduate programmes:

The School of Science and Technology
offers two postgraduate programmes:

• MA in Black Sea Cultural Studies
• MA in Art, Law and Economy

• MSc in Energy Systems
- Energy management stream
- Renewable energy stream
• MSc in Information and
Communication Technology
Systems

The School of Humanities has two
postgraduate programmes pending
approval:
• MA in Eastern Mediterranean
Studies
• MA in Cultural Environment and
Technology in the Ancient Greek
World

The School of Science and
Technology has one postgraduate
programme pending approval:
• MSc in e-Business, Innovation
and Entrepreneurship

The School of Economics and Business
Administration has two postgraduate
programmes pending approval:
• MSc in Entrepreneurship, Strategy
and Innovation
• MSc in Economics, Business and
Management for Lawyers
www.ihu.edu.gr | 05

The Governing Board
The University’s Governing Board is
comprised of distinguished academic
and business members with extensive
international experience:
Prof. Costas Th. Grammenos
CBE, DSc.
Chairman
Professor of Shipping, Trade and
Finance, Cass Business School
City University, London

Prof. Basil C. Gounaris
Member
Professor of Modern History
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Mr Stelios Mallikourtis
Member
Ambassador (Retd.)

Prof. Nicolas Moussiopoulos
Dr.-Ing. habil., Prof. h.c.
Deputy Chairman
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Prof. Dr Athanassios Kaissis
Attorney-at-Law Member
Professor of Law
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Prof. Dimitrios Pantermalis
Member
Professor Emeritus of Archaeology
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Mr Nikolaos Bakatselos
Member
Managing Director
Pyramis Metalourgia SA

Mr Dimitris Katsantonis
Member
President and Managing Director
“To the Point S.A. - Research
Consulting Communication”

Prof. Ioannis Vlahavas
Member
Professor of Computer Science
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
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School of Economics and
Business Administration

The School of
Economics and Business
Administration aims to
provide excellence in
Economics and Business
Education, offering high
quality postgraduate
programmes taught
exclusively in English.

The School currently offers six
postgraduate programmes:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Executive MBA
MSc in Management
MSc in Banking and Finance
MSc in Sustainable Development
(first intake academic year 20122013)
MSc in Strategic Product Design
(first intake academic year 20122013)
LL.M. in Transnational and
European Commercial Law and
Alternative Dispute Resolution
(first intake academic year 20122013)

Two new programmes are currently
pending approval by the Hellenic
Ministry of Education and Life-Long
Learning:
•
•

MSc in Entrepreneurship, Strategy
and Innovation
MSc in Economics, Business and
Management for Lawyers

All programmes cover three academic
semesters, two with taught courses,
while the third is devoted to the Master’s
Dissertation.
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Academic Staff
School Faculty

Visiting Faculty

The resident teaching and research staff
in the School of Economics and Business
Administration include:
Prof. Nicolas Moussiopoulos
Acting Dean
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Prof. Athanassios Kaissis
Professor of Law
Dr Dimitrios Vlachos
Academic Coordinator
Dr Korina Katsaliaki
Lecturer in Technology Management
Dr Stergios Leventis
Lecturer in Accounting
Dr Fragiskos Archontakis
Lecturer Elect in Econometrics
Dr Charissios Achillas
Academic Assistant
Dr Foivos Anastasiadis
Academic Assistant
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Dr Georgios Banias
Academic Assistant
Dr Apostolos Dasilas
Academic Assistant
Dr Stefanos Giannikis
Academic Assistant
Dr Christos Grose
Academic Assistant
Dr Vassiliki Grougiou
Academic Assistant
Dr Lyda Kyrgidou
Academic Assistant
Dr Dimitrios Tzetzis
Academic Assistant

The School of Economics and
Business Administration calls on a pool
of visiting teaching staff of national and
international renown with long experience
in research and teaching in the areas
of Business Management and Finance.
Our visiting academics hold permanent
positions in top institutions in Greece and
abroad.
They include amongst others:
Prof. Constantine Andriopoulos
Professor of Strategy and Head
of Marketing and Strategy Section
Cardiff Business School
Cardiff University
Prof. George Balabanis
Professor of Marketing
Cass Business School
City University, London

Stephen Brammer
Professor of Strategy
Associate Dean for Research
Warwick Business School
The University of Warwick Prof.

Prof. Keith Pilbeam
Professor of International
Economics and Finance
Department of Economics
City University, London

Prof. Roger Steare
Visiting Professor
of Organisational Ethics
Cass Business School
City University, London

Andreas G. Charitou
Professor of Accounting
University of Cyprus

Prof. Lucio Sarno
Professor of Finance
Cass Business School
City University, London

Dr Paschalina Ziamou
Associate Professor of Marketing
Zicklin School of Business
Baruch College
The City University of New York

Prof. Yiannis Gabriel
Professor of Organisational Theory
School of Management
University of Bath
Prof. Mario Levis
Professor of Finance
Cass Business School
City University, London
Prof. George P. Moschis
Research Professor and Director
of the Center for Mature
Consumer Studies
Georgia State University

Prof. Georges Selim
Professor Emeritus of Internal Auditing
Cass Business School
City University, London
Prof. Theodore Sougiannis
Professor of Accountancy
University of Illinois

The teaching faculty for the new
programmes will be announced on
the school’s website in spring.

Prof. Vangelis Souitaris
Professor of Entrepreneurship
Cass Business School
City University, London
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Executive MBA

This programme caters for the needs of business executives.
It offers much more than business fundamentals.
The IHU EMBA experience will expand
the way you think and act, and does
so without interrupting your career.
The programme is run during one
weekend every month from Friday
to Sunday, except April, August and
December. All seminars, as well as
examinations and tests take place
during the weekend periods.

The Core Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The global business environment
Quantitative methods and decision
analysis
Global capital markets
Financial reporting and analysis
Corporate finance
Management of organisations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology and operations
management
Cost management
Marketing management
Business strategy
Business leadership
Entrepreneurship

The Elective Modules
•

Private equity and venture capital

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced company valuation
Investment management
Risk management
Raising capital
Derivative instruments
Corporate governance
Managing human capital
Managing strategic change

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mergers and acquisitions
Business ethics and social
responsibility
Project management
Business to business marketing
Product innovation
Consumer behaviour
Energy markets
Commercialising science
and technology
Supply chain management
Alternative dispute resolution
Banking legal environment
International company and
trade law
Intellectual property management
Litigation in Europe
Credit Analysis for Bank Loan
Decision Making

“ The programme has been intense and
demanding, yet rewarding. Even though
the programme is challenging it is also
flexible; the modular structure enables
me to apply what I learnt immediately.
The professors I met in the EMBA
programme so far were exceptional,
able to push me and my classmates
beyond the boundaries of our traditional
thought process and guide us through a
wide variety of challenging and exciting
business topics, appropriate to be applied
in my career.
Without a doubt, the EMBA programme
at the IHU is a top quality experience in
every respect.”
Diana Popescu
Regional Manager
BANCA Romanesca
Romania

MSc in Management

This programme is based on an MBA curriculum but aimed at recent
graduates from a variety of backgrounds with no working experience.
It is a highly practical programme
that offers the opportunity to develop
knowledge and skills in key areas
of modern management.

•
•
•
•

The MSc in Management is a highly
flexible qualification offering access
to a wide range of careers in business.

The Elective Modules

The Core Modules
•
•
•
•
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Accounting for managers
Operations and information
management
Management of organisations
Quantitative methods

•
•
•
•
•
•

Human resource management
Marketing
Strategy and business policy
Finance for managers

Corporate governance
Supply chain management
Project management
Consumer behaviour
Product innovation
Commercialising science
and technology

•
•
•

Brand management and
intellectual property law
Alternative dispute resolution
Litigation in Europe

The following elective courses
are offered jointly on the MSc in
Management and MSc in Banking
and Finance programmes:
•
Business ethics and social
responsibility
•
Entrepreneurship
•
Private equity and venture capital

“ The quality of the studies at the
IHU is of the highest level thanks
to inspiring professors. It gives me
a different perspective and deeper
evaluation of Management in comparison
to what I have been taught in the past.
Additionally, it’s a pleasure to live in a city
like Thessaloniki.”
Sabit Assanov
MSc in Management
Kazakhstan

tan

MSc in Banking and Finance

This course addresses a broad range of financial issues
in all industry sectors.
The MSc in Banking and Finance
caters for the needs of recent graduates
looking for an optimal combination of
theory together with a practical handson approach to the highly specialised
field of finance, be it in a business
environment or financial institution.

The Core Modules
•

Financial econometrics

•
•

Foundations of finance
Commercial and investment
banking
Financial reporting and analysis
Fixed income and foreign exchange
Corporate finance

•
•
•
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•
•

Financial derivatives
Asset management

The Elective Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shipping finance
Raising capital
Mergers and acquisitions
Advanced company valuation
Hedge funds
Emerging markets
Technical analysis
Risk management
Advanced derivatives
Structured products
Operational risk
Credit risk

•
•
•
•

Banking legal environment
Financial regulation
International company
and trade law
Credit Analysis for Bank Loan
Decision Making

The following elective courses are
offered jointly on the MSc in Banking
and Finance and MSc in Management
programmes:
•
Business ethics and social
responsibility
•
Entrepreneurship
•
Private equity and venture capital

“ Apart from the academic gain from
attending this university, I also had the
chance to live in a diversified student
community and come in contact with
people from all around the world.
I consider this among the most valuable
experiences a person can obtain, since
one gets the chance to widen one’s
scope, become independent and fully
develop one’s talents and abilities.”
Nikos Tsileponis
Msc in Banking and Finance
Greece

MSc in Sustainable Development
This programme offers students challenging, crossdisciplinary modules that are specifically designed to provide
a well-rounded education on the multitude of issues in
sustainable development.
The MSc in Sustainable Development
provides the necessary theoretical
background to understanding the
concepts of sustainable development
in relation to the operation of businesses
and organisations together with the
applied tools and techniques to
integrate sustainable practices in their
management.

The Core Modules
•

Introduction to environmental

•

science and sustainable
development
Business and the environment
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•
•

Introduction to environmental
economics and policy
Strategic planning and
environmental legislation

Students who choose to follow the
Sustainable Strategies stream are
required to complete the following four
modules:
•
Environmental management
systems, auditing and assessment
•
Environmental assessment, CBA
•
International environmental policy,
governance, institutions and
stakeholders
•
Quantitative and research methods

Students who choose to follow the
Sustainable Tourism stream are required
to complete the following four modules:
•
Sustainable tourism planning
•
Strategic marketing for sustainable
tourism
•
The economics of sustainable
tourism
•
Quantitative and research methods

The Elective Modules

•

•

•

Sustainable Strategies stream

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concept engineering and
prototyping
Low impact manufacturing
Industrial ecology and life cycle
assessment
Environmental accounting
and reporting
Sustainable production
and consumption
Environmental impact assessment
Strategic environmental
assessment
Climate change and energy
strategies

An elective course from another
IHU programme
Consulting project
(supplants 2 elective courses)

Sustainable Tourism stream
•
Alternative tourism
•
Destination and event
development
•
Strategic management
in hospitality and tourism
•
Technological innovation
in tourism and hospitality
•
Climate change adaptation
of the tourism industry
•
Tourist consumer behaviour

•
•
•
•

Contemporary issues in global
tourism
Entrepreneurship in tourism
and hospitality
An elective course from another
IHU programme
Consulting project
(supplants 2 elective courses)
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MSc in Strategic Product Design
This programme focuses on understanding
the theory and practice in product design.
The programme provides graduates
with a key set of skills, the realworld knowledge and the necessary
theoretical and practical background to
understanding the design development
process and how this initial phase affects
the product life cycle.

The MSc in Strategic Product Design
is a one-year programme specially
designed to focus on meeting industrial
demand for professionals in new product
development.

The main objective of the programme
is to provide students with innovative
knowledge in issues related to design,
development, production and marketing
of products that are operational, cost
efficient, environmental friendly and
of high aesthetic value.

•
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The Core Modules
•
•
•

History of contemporary
product design
Drawing and representations
Design theory and methodologies
Project management

Students who choose to follow the
Product Development stream are
required to complete the following
four modules:
•
Product development
and production
•
Material selection
•
Ergonomics - anthropometrics
•
Morphology and aesthetics
Students who choose to follow the
Operational Design stream are required
to complete the following four modules:
•
Operations management
•
Marketing
•
Quantitative and research methods
•
Branding

The Elective Courses
(both streams)

The programme offers a choice of
elective courses which represent a rich
variety of subject areas.
Students choose four modules from the
following list according to their interests
and their current and future career
orientation:
•
Surface engineering
•
Integrated product policy
•
Entrepreneurship
•
Rapid prototyping and reverse
engineering
•
Product innovation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graphic design
Psychology - semantics
Free-hand drawing and colour
Consumer behaviour
Cost management
Supply chain management
Mechatronics
Mechanics
Modular design
Intellectual Property Law
Design Law
Topics in strategic product design
Selected elective courses from other
programmes
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LL.M. in Transnational and
European Commercial Law and
Alternative Dispute Resolution
This programme puts forward a genuinely transnational and
European perspective. It offers a highly flexible qualification
suitable for a wide range of career openings in many sectors.
This LL.M. programme is designed to
offer students a thorough understanding
of theory and practice in three
functionally interdependent areas of
law: Transnational Commercial Law,
European Economic Law and Alternative
Dispute Resolution (arbitration and
mediation). It also contains important
innovative features, such as the study
of the Energy Charter Treaty. Students
will gain up-to-date knowledge on recent
developments and challenges in the
three aforementioned areas of law.
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The Core Modules
•

•

Transnational
Commercial Law I and II

(the sources, the instruments,
conflict of laws, important crossborder transactions, such as sales
and securities, law and practice of
investment treaties and protection
of foreign investments, the WTO
Agreements and principles, etc.)
European Economic Law I and II
(the sources, the legal environment,
the internal market, EU external
trade law, competition law,
deregulation, state aid, procurement,

•

other specialised areas of EU law,
such as common agricultural market
law, etc.)
International Commercial
Arbitration I and II
(the arbitration agreement,
applicable law and jurisdiction,
establishment of an arbitral tribunal,
conduct of proceedings, UNCITRAL
and other rules, special categories
of international commercial
arbitration, such as maritime
arbitration, investment arbitration,
construction arbitration, energy
arbitration, etc.)

•

•

Recognition and Enforcement
of International Arbitral Awards
(the 1958 UN Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards, reasons
for refusing recognition and
enforcement under Article V of
the New York Convention, etc.)
Energy Charter Treaty
(international cooperation in the
energy sector, the ECT provisions
and principles, the creation of a
level playing field of rules on energy
security, energy cooperation, energy
transit and open, competitive
markets, substantive protections

afforded to foreign investors, the
relationship between the ECT’s
provisions and the WTO rules, etc.)

The Elective Modules
•
•
•
•
•

•

Legal aspects of international
finance
Economic analysis of law
International and EU Tax Law
European Labour and Employment
Law
Intellectual Property Law Innovation, Technology and
Patent Law
International Insolvency Law:
Principles and policy

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Mergers and acquisitions
European and International
Competition Law / Antitrust Law
Internet Law and e-Business
Banking legal environment
Financial crime
European Procedural Law
Legal aspects of risk management
EU Consumer Law
Corporate social responsibility
Recent legal developments in
Transnational and European
Commercial Law and Alternative
Dispute Resolution
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MSc in Entrepreneurship, Strategy
and Innovation
Programme pending approval
The aim of the programme is to
provide a multidisciplinary approach
to this field of study while corresponding
to the realities of the global business
environment by offering highly
specialised courses in innovation,
strategy and entrepreneurship as well as
courses relating to general management
and business.

The Core Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Management of organisations
Finance/accounting for managers
Entrepreneurship
Innovation and management
of technology
Strategy and business policy
Marketing

•
•

Supply chain innovation, strategy
and management
Venture growth and raising capital

The Elective Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product development and design
Business leadership
Marketing research
Operations management
Human resource management
Integrated product policy
Topics in strategic product design
Product innovation
Intellectual Property Law
Commercialising science
and technology
Managing change

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer behaviour
Business ethics and social
responsibility
Corporate governance
Project management
European Company Law
European Capital Market Law
Consulting project

MSc in Economics, Business
and Management for Lawyers
Programme pending approval
The programme is designed to offer
students with a background in law
the chance to develop an advanced
interdisciplinary understanding of
Economics, Finance and Management.
The combination of legal skills along with
a thorough understanding of business
processes and the markets will equip
students with a significant comparative
advantage for their career development.

•
•
•

The Elective Modules
•
•
•
•

The Core Modules
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to management
for lawyers
Introduction to business economics
and quantitative methods for lawyers
Financial accounting for lawyers
Introduction to economics and
business for lawyers
Finance for lawyers

International and EU Tax Law
Business analysis and process
consulting
Marketing for lawyers

•
•
•

Corporate strategy
Foundations in investments
Corporate strategy
Economic foundations
of Environmental Law
(at the national, European
and international level)
European Capital Markets Law
European Labour and
Employment Law
Intellectual Property Law Innovation, Technology and Patent
Law - Intellectual property in the
digital age

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

International Insolvency Law:
Principles and policy
Economic foundations
of Competition Law (at the national,
EU and international level)
Mergers and acquisitions
for lawyers
European and International
Competition Law/ Antitrust Law
Banking legal environment
Financial crime
Product innovation
Risk management
Managing human capital
Recent legal developments
in economics, business and
management for lawyers
Elective courses (up to 2) from
other IHU programmes
Consulting project
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School of Humanities

The School of Humanities
embraces a range of
related disciplines,
including history,
archaeology, geopolitics
and law. It places great
importance on the pursuit
of interdisciplinary studies.
We take pride in our
stimulating teaching in
English.

The depth and range of cultural
and historical perspectives, and the
capacity for judgement, critical thinking,
in engagement with the School’s
disciplines provide strong intellectual
and cultural foundations for a successful
professional life.
In 2010 the School launched the
postgraduate programme “MA in Black
Sea Cultural Studies”, which is based
on an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of the history and culture of the
Black Sea region, an area of increasing
geopolitical and economic importance.

From October 2012, the School offers
a new programme:
•

MA in Art, Law and Economy

Other new programmes are currently
pending approval:
•
•

MA in Eastern Mediterranean
Studies
MA in Cultural Environment and
Technology in the Ancient Greek
World

All programmes cover three academic
semesters, two with taught courses,
while the third is devoted to the Master’s
Dissertation.
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Academic Staff
Courses are taught by a team of Greek
and international experts in history,
archaeology, law, sociology, ethnography,
political sciences and international
relations.
The teaching faculty for the new
programmes will be announced
on the school’s website in spring 2012.

School Faculty
Prof. Basil C. Gounaris
Dean
Professor of Modern History
Prof. Athanassios Kaissis
Professor of Law
Dr Manolis Manoledakis
Lecturer in Classical Archaeology
Dr Georgia Aristodemou
Academic Assistant
Dr George Antoniou
Academic Assistant
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Visiting Faculty
Dr Emmanuel Karagiannis
Assistant Professor of Russian
and Post-Soviet Politics
Department of Balkan,
Slavic and Oriental Studies
University of Macedonia
Dr Harry Papapanagos
Professor of Economics of Transition
Department of Balkan, Slavic
and Oriental Studies
University of Macedonia

Dr Elias K. Petropoulos
Assistant Professor in Ancient
History of the Black Sea
Department of Languages,
Literature and Civilization
of the Black Sea Countries
Democritus University of Thrace
Dr Eftyxia Voutira
Professor in Anthropology
of Minorities and Immigration
in Eastern Europe
Department of Balkan, Slavic
and Oriental Studies
University of Macedonia

Dr Ioannis Xydopoulos
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Ancient Greek, Roman,
Byzantine, and Medieval History
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Dr Evdoxia Baniotopoulou
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Photis Baroutsos
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Stavroula Lava
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Emmanuel Mikrakis
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Marco Miotto
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Efthymia-Lydia Roupakia
Adjunct Faculty
Dr Eleni Sideri
Adjunct Faculty
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MA in Black Sea Cultural Studies

This programme offers a critical and multifarious study of the Black Sea region,
from ancient history and archaeology to contemporary art and modern economy.
The Black Sea region is an area of
particular importance for the Eurasian
region, due to its strategic location and
abundance in natural resources. Aware
both of its historic importance as a
crossroads between East and West and
the intense scientific interest, the School
of Humanities designed and launched
this pioneering MA programme on the
History and Civilization of the Black Sea.

The Core Courses

This interdisciplinary programme of
study provides students with skills and
competences to approach the Black Sea
reality through historical, geopolitical
and economical perspectives. The
programme aims to enhance interreligious and inter-cultural relations
between different societies of
Southeastern Europe.

First semester (2 out of 5)
•
Archaeology - Monumental
topography of the Black Sea region
•
Ancient history of the Black Sea
region
•
Medieval history of the Black Sea
region
•
Modern and contemporary history
of the Black Sea countries
•
Contemporary ethnographic
issues of the Black Sea
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First semester
•
Historical geography and
cartography of the Black Sea
(ancient and medieval period)
•
Historical geography of the Black
Sea (modern and contemporary
period)

The Elective Modules

Second semester (5 out of 10)
•
Ancient art in the Black Sea region
•
Medieval art in the Black Sea region
•
Modern art and architecture in
the Black Sea region
•
Ancient religions and mythology
of the Black Sea region
•
Black Sea countries and
the European Union
•
Black Sea region and Asia
•
Nation states and globalisation
•
Examination of the contemporary
economy in the Black Sea region
•
Immigrations and minorities in SE
Europe
•
Interactions of cultures and nations
in the Black Sea region
Third semester
•
Dissertation

“ Being a part of the new unique
programme Black Sea Cultural Studies
is very exciting and a responsibility at
the same time. The diversity of teaching
methods and amazingly enthusiastic and
helpful professors make the studying
process extremely interesting and
pleasant. I can say without any doubt
that this year abroad is a brilliant learning
experience for me!”
Anna Zhmurko
MA in Black Sea Cultural Studies
Ukraine

MA in Art, Law and Economy
This programme aims at exploring and highlighting the functional
interdependence between art, law and the economy.
Particular emphasis will be placed
upon the legal, financial and political
considerations and the corresponding
regulatory approaches implemented
in Europe and elsewhere concerning the
creation of works of art, the art trade, the
operation of the markets concerned, the
function of intellectual property law at the
EU and international level, the protection
of cultural heritage and protection against
unlawfully acquired works of art.
The programme adopts a multidisciplinary approach and is addressed
to graduates of various academic
backgrounds, including law, economics,
political science, history of art,
philosophy, etc. who wish to specialise
in the interrelation between art, law and
the economy.
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We aim at providing candidates with:
•
the specialised legal, financial
and cultural background to
pursue a successful career in
academia and research, in private
organisations that trade in works of
art, museums, art collections, law
firms practicing in the field or public
sector organisations involved in the
management, legal protection and
trade in works of art
•

legal and financial expertise on the
operation and management of art
markets (including sales of works
of art, art portfolio management,
art auctions, etc.)

•

in-depth knowledge of the national
and international legal framework
of national heritage, monument
preservation, art loans or
archaeology laws

•

intellectual property law expertise
within a globalised art market

•

insights on those fields of law
(constitutional, civil, penal, etc.)
affecting the legal protection of works
of art.

The Core Modules

First academic semester:
•
Cultural property regulation and
national and international heritage
legislation. International protection
of cultural property
•
UNESCO and culture. The artist and
his work. Artists’ rights. Multimedia
•
Artwork Transactions - Legal aspects
of international trade in art (dealers,
museums, collectors, collection
as investment property, auctions,
auction houses)

Second academic semester:
•
Settlement of disputes concerning
cultural objects
•
Copyright Law (national international)
•
Arts management

The Elective Modules
•

•

•

International protection of cultural
property in the event of armed
conflict
Competition Law and intellectual
property rights. Technology and
intellectual property
WIPO Copyright Treaty. WIPO
Performances and Phonograms
Treaty

•

•

•

Legal problems of architecture
design, photography and other
artifacts (especially in digital form multimedia)
Theft and robbery of Art - Bona fide
acquisition of stolen art - Repatriation
- Restitution and return of looted Art
The Greek claim for the return of the
Parthenon Marbles
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MA in Eastern Mediterranean Studies
Programme pending approval
The programme focuses on the history,
politics and cultures of the Eastern
Mediterranean basin throughout the
modern and contemporary periods.
The Eastern Mediterranean has been
for many centuries the place where the
three monotheistic religions, Christianity,
Judaism and Islam, met, flourished,
coexisted and fought each other. It is
also the place where some of the most
significant world political clashes have
taken place, from imperial conflicts to
current turbulent Middle East politics.
The programme looks at the distinct
character of this region in terms of the
basic social, geographic, anthropological,
historical and economic features.
Is there really a distinct Mediterranean
identity and what makes it both distinct
and Mediterranean?
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Students attending and graduating from
this programme will possess specific, indepth knowledge on the basic economic,
social, political, cultural characteristics of
the Eastern Mediterranean region.
More specifically, they will study
comparatively the major historical
and political developments that
determined the status of the region;
be taught the economic history of the
Eastern Mediterranean in depth; be
introduced to the study of the Islamic
civilization; study Ottoman history and
Jewish history not as separate entities
but in their interaction; study in-depth
interreligious and interethnic relations;
focus on Eastern Mediterranean arts
and culture and more.

The programme aims at providing expert
knowledge to students of humanities and
social sciences seeking specialisation
in this area but also at educating people
interested in working in the region
in NGOs, the media, public sector,
academia and private sector in the
region. As an interdisciplinary, intensive
programme, students will be required
to develop specific competences,
such as: team work, knowledge of the
use of original historical sources and
historiography, synthetic and analytical
thought, academic excellence and
advanced writing skills. Methods of
learning include lectures, seminars, group
work, oral and written presentations,
independent and guided research and
the use of visual sources, films and
documentaries.

More information
The originality of the proposed MA lies
therefore in three main areas:
a. The MA encompasses both the
Balkan Peninsula and the Near East,
two geographical areas that despite their
long and close historical relations, are
nowadays treated in the academia as two
separate entities.
b. The MA approaches the three main
religious groups inhabiting the area not
as separate entities, as is usual in other
programmes of studies in these areas
(i.e. Modern Greek Studies, Jewish
Studies, Islamic Studies), but in their
interaction. The theoretical focus of the
MA will therefore be on comparisons,
movements (of peoples, ideas and

objects), and social and cultural relations
between Christians, Jews and Muslims
ranging from close cooperation to open
conflict.
c. The MA spans chronologically the
whole of the modern and contemporary
period. It therefore bridges the Ottoman
and post-Ottoman periods, which are
usually examined separately.
Courses will be taught by Greek and
international experts in the history
and culture of the peoples of the
Eastern Mediterranean from a variety
of interrelated fields including history,
linguistics, literature, sociology, theology,
political sciences and international
relations.
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MA in Cultural Environment and Technology
in the Ancient Greek World
Programme pending approval
The programme focuses on the
development of the cultural environment
in the ancient Greek world, highlighting
the role of ancient Greek technology in
its formation and expansion.
Streams:
•
Management of the cultural
environment
•
Ancient Greek technology
This programme is aimed both at
students looking for advanced studies
in archaeology, who may follow the
stream on the key achievements of
Ancient Greek Technology, and at
students with a professional interest
in methods and concepts applied in
the preservation and the promotion
of archaeological sites in Greece,
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who will be directed to the stream on
Management of the Cultural Environment.
The programme addresses graduates of
various academic backgrounds, such as
archaeology and history of art, literature
and history, architecture and engineering,
law, economy and political science, social
sciences and philosophy, etc.
It provides the students with intellectual
and practical expertise for a successful
career either in academia and research
or in related professional fields ranging
from state services and the diplomatic
corps to art galleries, the mass media
or tourist enterprises.
The core modules provide a holistic
perspective on the ancient Greek cultural
environment while the general elective

modules enable the students to acquaint
themselves with current multi-disciplinary
approaches to ancient materials and
techniques. More specialised electives
are offered in each stream.
Methods of learning include lectures
and seminars by academics and
experienced field archaeologists and
architects, museum directors and
laboratory scientists. Visits to selected
archaeological sites are also included.
Students will be trained in excavations
or laboratories by their tutors.

The Core Modules:

The Stream Elective Modules:

•

Management of the Cultural Environment
stream
•
Reconstructing ancient societies public life, private life
•
The diffusion of art in ancient and
modern times
•
Management of the archaeological
landscape - preservation, restoration
•
Museums: History, theory and
practice - management
•
Cultural environment, tourism
and diplomacy

•
•
•

Historical geography Archaeological landscapes
Trade and finance in the East
Mediterranean
Archaeology of the Greek Polis
The Greeks and their neighbours Interactions and identities

The General Elective Modules:
•
•
•
•

Principles of archaeological
investigation and excavation
Geoarchaeology and the study
of natural resources
Archaeometric and conservation
methods
Maritime Archaeology

Ancient Greek Technology stream
•
History of ancient Greek
technology
•
Ancient technology and management
of natural resources
•
Ship-building technology
and navigation
•
The craftsmen and their products
•
Technology, ideology and art: the
Athens Acropolis through the ages
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School of Science
and Technology

The School of Science
and Technology provides
excellence in academic
teaching and research in
respective fields that hold
great promise for future
professionals. We aim to
encourage interdisciplinary
research, improve the
scope of the student
experience and encourage
partnerships between
academia and business.

The School currently offers the following
high quality post-graduate programmes
taught exclusively in English.

A new programme is currently pending
approval by the Hellenic Ministry of
Education and Life-Long Learning:

•

•

•

MSc in Information and
Communication Technology
(ICT) Systems
MSc in Energy Systems

Both are either 14-month (full-time
study) or 26-month (part-time study)
programmes, taught by distinguished
academic staff and designed to
facilitate learning through a variety of
teaching methods, technologies and
environments.

MSc in e-Business, Innovation and
Entrepreneurship

All programmes cover three academic
semesters, two with taught courses,
while the third is devoted to the Master’s
Dissertation.
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Academic Staff
School Faculty

Visiting Faculty

Prof. Ioannis Vlahavas
Dean of the School
of Science and Technology
Professor of Computer Science

Dr Christos Berberidis
Academic Assistant

Dr Nikolaos Bassiliades
Academic Coordinator

Dr Efstratios Kontopoulos
Academic Assistant

Dr Irene Kotsia
Assistant Professor Elect

Dr Georgios Koutitas
Academic Assistant

Dr Georgios Marnellos
Assistant Professor Elect

Dr Georgios Martinopoulos
Academic Assistant

Dr Vassilios Peristeras
Assistant Professor Elect

Dr Nikolaos Mitianoudis
Academic Assistant

Dr Christos Tjortjis
Assistant Professor Elect
Dr Eleni Heracleous
Lecturer Elect
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Dr Theologos Dergiades
Academic Assistant

The School draws on the academic
expertise of prominent national and
international visiting faculty. Our visiting
academics include amongst others:
Dr Malcolm Clarke
Reader
Brunel University, UK
Prof. Georgios Doukidis
Professor
Athens University
of Economics and Business
Dr George M. Giaglis
Associate Professor
Athens University
of Economics and Business
Dr Georgios Giannakidis
Director of the Laboratory of Energy
Systems Analysis in CRES, Athens

Dr Dimitrios Hristu-Varsakelis
Assistant Professor
of Applied Informatics
University of Macedonia
Dr Vasilis Katos
Assistant Professor of Information and
Communication Systems Security
Democritus University of Thrace
Dr Athanasios G. Konstantopoulos
Associate Professor
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
CERTH President
Dr Isaac A. Meir
Associate Professor
Ben-Gurion University
of the Negev, Israel
Dr Michela Meo
Assistant Professor
Politecnico di Torino, Italy

Prof. Nikos Nomikos
Professor of Shipping
Risk Management
Director of MSc Shipping,
Trade and Finance
Cass Business School
City University, UK
Dr Theodore Panagos
Lawyer, Former 1st Vice Chairman
Regulatory Authority for Energy Greece
Dr Nick Savage
Principal Lecturer in Communication
Networks and Security
University of Portsmouth, UK
Prof. Rudolf Schilling
former Vice Chairman
Technical University of Munich,
Germany

Dr Lampros Stergioulas
Reader in Information Systems
Brunel University, UK
Prof. Leandros Tassiulas
Professor
University of Thessaly
Prof. Lefteri H. Tsoukalas
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Purdue University, USA
Dr Athena Vakali
Associate Professor
Department of Informatics
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Dr Theodoros Zachariadis
Assistant Professor
University of Cyprus
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MSc in Energy Systems

This programme is aimed at those students who wish
to develop a high impact career in the booming energy sector.
The MSc in Energy Systems currently
offers two specialisation streams:
•
Energy management
•
Renewable energy

The Core Courses
•
•
•
•
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Intro to energy technology systems
Intro to energy economics and
quantitative methods
Energy project valuation and
financing
Energy Law in Europe

The Stream Core Modules

The Elective Modules

Energy Management stream:
•
Fossil fuels and renewable energy
economics
•
Energy markets, trading and risk
management
Renewable Energy stream:
•
Renewable energy 1 - Hydro, ocean
and bio-energy
•
Renewable energy 2 - Wind, solar
and geothermal

(three for each stream)
Energy Management stream:
•
Energy strategic management
and enterprise
•
Emission allowance markets
•
Environmental law and policy for
natural resources and energy
•
Energy transportation
•
Energy efficiency and savings
Renewable Energy stream:
•
Energy transmission and storage
•
Autonomous energy networks
(Smart grids)
•
Hydrogen energy
•
Sustainable built environment
•
Urban energy systems
•
Energy conversion technologies
•
Energy efficiency and savings

“ At the IHU, I benefited greatly
from the education received from
Professors who have extensive
professional and academic experience,
as well as from the practical case studies
presented. I believe in a prosperous
future, because the IHU has given me
the opportunity to do so.”
Panagiotis Badras
MSc in Energy Systems
Greece

MSc in ICT Systems

An advanced programme offering in-depth knowledge on the latest
technologies and trends in Information and Communication Systems.
An intensive curriculum taught by high
profile academics with international
experience, targeting graduates with ICT
related backgrounds. Students receive
advanced practical know-how, strong
theoretical knowledge and research
skills to pursue a rewarding career in
industry or academia.

The Core Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ICT management and e-Business
strategy
Decision support systems
Web information systems
Computer networks
Advanced information systems
Information systems security
Wireless communications

The Elective Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

e-Commerce systems and
protocols
Advanced database management
systems
Mobile computing and business
Multimedia content management
Knowledge management
ICT Law and regulation
Network and services management
Marketing and strategies for
telecom companies
Financial and enterprise
information systems
Bioinformatics
Sensor networks
e-Health and telecare
Green ICT

Students can replace one of their
electives with either (a) two of the
following modules offered by the
School of Economics and Business
Administration:
•
Commercialising science and
technology
•
Entrepreneurship
•
Project management
•
Product innovation
or (b) one of the electives of the
MSc in e-Business, Innovation and
Entrepreneurship.

“ I found interesting the fact that the
programme material is presented by
more than one professor coming from
different countries and having different
backgrounds. The subjects are related
to current trends and technologies which
might be helpful in the future career of
any student. I very much appreciate that
we know the precise time by which we will
finish these studies. I used to say that at
the University I feel like home! You can
always find people to talk to and people
who care for you. One feels always
welcome.”
Maja Petrovska
MSc in ICT Systems
FYROM

MSc in E-Business, Innovation
and Entrepreneurship
Programme pending approval

A unique course that equips students with both entrepreneurial and technical skills,
helping assure lasting and sustainable success in the rapidly evolving e-Business
environment.
Τhis new postgraduate course provides
balanced and well designed training
in the principles of software and
telecommunications applied to
e-Business practices, as well as the
essential managerial, marketing and
financing skills needed to startup and
successfully run an e-Business.

The Core Modules

The Elective Modules

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Innovation, creativity, technology
management and transfer
ICT management and e-Business
strategy
Entrepreneurship and business
planning
Web information systems
Developing e-Commerce
enterprises
Internet infrastructure
Information systems security

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New product design, development
and marketing
e-Commerce systems and protocols
Mobile computing and business
Business strategy
Emerging software industry
products and services
Developing and financing
a new venture
ICT Law and regulation
Elective modules from other IHU
programmes

“ Our professors do not only have
a strong academic background, they
also have a firm grasp of what is going
on in the professional world and so we
learn many things that cannot be found in
textbooks. We are given the opportunity
to attend many seminars organised by
the University itself and go on interesting
field trips related to our field of study.”
Anna Psefteli
MSc in Energy Systems
Greece

Applying for a postgraduate
programme
To be considered for a postgraduate
programme at the IHU, candidates are
required to have:
•
a good university degree in a
relevant subject from a recognised
University
•
proof of English competence
(Proficiency or recently acquired
IELTS or TOEFL)
•
two academic references
A personal interview may be
required.

EMBA Programme

To be considered for the Executive
MBA, candidates are required to have,
in addition to the above mentioned
requirements, a minimum of two years’
full-time work experience gained after
graduation.

Student Fee Reductions and
Scholarships: Rewarding
Excellence

The IHU is committed to recognising
and motivating excellence in academic
achievement. The university offers
significant tuition fee reductions to
outstanding and motivated students
of proven academic record who wish
to follow postgraduate studies.

On acceptance to the university,
students can also apply for grants
awarded by the Hellenic Government,
the EU and international organisations.

IHU Academic Excellence
Awards

The Academic Excellence Awards
are intended to recognise, encourage
and assist enrolled full-time students
who top their class at the end of each
term. Approximately three students per
programme are awarded an Academic
Excellence Award at the end of the
full year. These financial awards are
presented at the graduation ceremony.
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Student Support
Library and Information
Resource Centre

Our library provides high quality services
to all members of the IHU academic
community (teaching staff, students,
researchers, administration staff, etc.)
and supports users to obtain specialised
knowledge in their fields of interest. Our
aim is to train users in the use of search
tools and techniques in order to meet
their information needs efficiently and
effectively.
We offer a wide range of very recent
book publications (currently 8,000
book titles related to the programmes
of study), journals, dictionaries,
encyclopedias and subscriptions to
online databases such as Bloomberg,
Datastream, Thomson One, JSTOR,
Ebsco, Heal-link.
(see www.lib.ihu.edu.gr).

ITC Services

Our university is supported by an
excellent Information Technology and
Communications team which provides
a variety of services and applications
for use in academic and administrative
activities, such as:
•

•

Applications and services for staff
and students, varying from email
to calendaring, from wireless
connectivity and web authentication
to Windows and Linux server
hosting, all supported by a front-line
help desk, online self-help pages
and personal training
A communications and collaboration
infrastructure robust enough to
support advanced network, remote
computing, VPN connections, voice,
web-based teaching and e-learning
services.

Our students can use state of the art
computer labs equipped with new PCs
running Microsoft Windows and various
programmes needed to support IHU
teaching activities.

The PCs in the labs have personal
video-conferencing equipment,
internet connection and are installed
with Microsoft Office, SPSS, Matlab,
ANSYS, and many other specialised
programmes.

E-Learning

The e-learning platform is a complete
Course Management System
that supports synchronous and
asynchronous e-Learning services via
a simple web browser. Its goal is the
incorporation and constructive use of
the Internet and web technologies in
the teaching and learning process. It
supports the electronic management,
storage and presentation of teaching
material, independently of the spatial
and time-limiting factors of conventional
teaching, thus creating the necessary
conditions for a dynamic teaching
environment.
The introduction of e-Learning into the
traditional teaching process provides
new capabilities and allows new means
of interaction between students and
teachers, through a contemporary
technological environment.
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Linking in to the outside world
The Careers Office

The IHU Careers Office is committed
to providing professional guidance,
resources, and opportunities to students
to help them achieve their career
aspirations. The office has adopted a
student-centered philosophy according
to which each student receives individual
attention and support in his or her every
career concern.
Students are encouraged to be involved
in their career development during their
studies. Career events, access to career
information, vacancy information, career
fairs, internships and voluntary work are
only some of the suggested ways for
students to improve their employability
skills and to make informed decisions
about their career choices.

Core Services for Students
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-to-one sessions for career
advice and job information
CV writing workshops
Job vacancies circulation
Career events and workshops
Career fairs
On-line resources

The Careers Office
and Employers

Our Careers Office acts as a link
between the academic community and
businesses and other organisations,
bridging the gap between academia and
industry by developing collaborations of
mutual benefits. It supports employers,
from SMEs to multinationals that operate
in the global market, across all sectors.
In doing so, it continually comes up with
new services that may add value to
cooperating organisations.
•
Real life projects
•
Career events to interact with
students
•
Profile-raising events
•
Recruitment fairs
•
Internship programmes
•
On-campus recruitment
•
Conferences and business
presentations
•
Customised seminars offered
to the companies
•
Recruitment services for the
employers

Our Student Profile

Diverse in their interests and
backgrounds, our students represent
a concentrated body of well-rounded
promise and potential like few others
in the region. Highly skilled, all IHU
graduates have gained an impressive
breadth of knowledge and tools for
practical application based on curricula
that meet market needs and are
continually revised to stay ahead of
the knowledge curve. Our graduates
are well grounded in their chosen
discipline and are able to apply effective,
creative and innovative solutions, both
independently and cooperatively, to their
job.

Mobility!

Our university holds the Extended
Erasmus University Charter (EUCX)
and is authorised to participate in any
of the mobility activities covered by the
Erasmus programme.
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Field Trips and Visits

Field trips play a large part in the learning experience
at the International Hellenic University.
Field trips enrich knowledge, enhance
understanding and are interesting
and fun. Depending on their area of
study, our students visit exhibitions and
archaeological sites, companies and
technical departments of interest.

Archaeological Sites and
Exhibitions:
•
•

Vergina, Lefkadia
“The Cosmos of the Russian AvantGarde: Art and Space Exploration,
1900-1930”

Visits to companies:
•

•
•
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Gas Supply Company
of Thessaloniki, ELPEDISON
POWER S.A.,
Hellenic Telecommunications
Organisation (OTE S.A.)
Organisation of Urban
Transportation of Thessaloniki

C

Christos Kaplanis

C

Kristina Slavova

C

Kristina Slavova

C

Dariya Gribanova

Student Life
and Social Clubs
Studying for a degree
and especially a Master’s
degree requires a lot
of energy, time and
commitment. However,
there are always
opportunities to take some
time off, enjoy yourself and
engage with fellow students
in extracurricular activities.

Social Clubs have always been
a significant part of the university
experience, providing students with
opportunities to interact with each
other, to become familiar with the city
and local society and enjoy themselves
while fostering lifelong relationships and
engaging in a variety of activities.
The International Hellenic University
currently supports and promotes the
organisation of student social clubs.
University facilities are available to
students for the organisation of activities
of their preference.
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Among others, the following
activities have been organised
among the student community:

Student Football Cup:

Energy Guns won the first IHU Football
Cup after an impressive performance
against the Banking and Finance team.
The IHU Staff team won third place after
beating the ICT team.

Museums and Exhibitions Club:

An active social club that organises visits
to various museums and other cultural
spots of the city.

Cinema Club:

IHU students organise cinema nights
at the IHU Campus.
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Student parties:

Our students have successfully
organised two parties, one for
Christmas and a Carnival party.

IHU Photo Contest:

The first photography contest
organised by the International
Hellenic University was successfully
concluded with the award of the prizes
and honorary commendations to
the winners. The topic for 2011 was
“Thessaloniki: a student Metropolis”.

2CV at the IHU:

Students from nine business and
engineering schools in France set off
on 30 June 2011 aiming for their final
destination of Odessa in the Ukraine.

Thessaloniki was their only stop in
Greece and the International Hellenic
University was happy to welcome
them and to hold a discussion on “The
economic crisis in Greece: Prospects for
the new generation”.
Social Clubs provide students with the
opportunity to socialise and build their
professional network for the future at the
same time.
For more information visit our website:
www.ihu.edu.gr/index.php/en/students/
social-clubs.html

Thessaloniki:
A Student and Cultural Metropolis
Thessaloniki was selected
as the most appropriate
city to host the International
Hellenic University
as it offers a unique
multicultural environment
for international academic
research and teaching.

Named after the sister of Alexander
the Great, the city was founded as
the major port of the Kingdom of
Macedonia. With an uninterrupted
history of 2,300 years, it constitutes
a historic meeting point of five different
cultures, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine,
Ottoman and Jewish, which merged,
coexisted and flourished, thus creating
a truly cosmopolitan city.
Thessaloniki today, with a population of
more than a million people, is Greece’s
second largest cultural, economic,
industrial, commercial and political
centre, and a major transportation hub
for the rest of southeastern Europe; its
commercial port is of great importance
for Greece and its southeast European
hinterland.

Thessaloniki’s major feature is the large
student community, from Greece and
all over the world, which is estimated
at circa 200,000. This vibrant youth
community, expressed through
numerous cultural events, enhances the
city’s modern and renovative character,
qualifying Thessaloniki as a student
Metropolis.
Its western civilization and eastern
influences, its natural beauty, the
gastronomic journey it offers through
the flavours of Mediterranean cuisine,
and its lively nightlife give a very
special character and atmosphere to
Thessaloniki, making it the ideal place
for every student.
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Arts, culture and music
Thessaloniki features many museums
and monuments, theatres and concert
halls and galleries worth paying a visit,
such as the Archaeological Museum,
the Museum of Byzantine Culture, the
White Tower, the Triumphal Arch of
Galerius (Kamara), the State Museum
of Modern Art, the Folklore Museum, the
Macedonian Museum of Contemporary
Art, the Science Centre and Technology
Museum of Noesis, Telogleion
Foundation of Arts, etc.
Also, various cultural events take place
at the State Theatre of Northern Greece,
the Opera House, Mylos, etc., that
students should not miss.
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Eating out, shopping

Popular for the quality of its food,
Thessaloniki is an ideal place for
students as it has options to suit
all preferences and budgets. From
traditional ‘’tavernas’’ in the Ladadika,
Modiano Market, Kastra and Athonos
Square to more elegant restaurants
in the city centre, near the port in
Aristotelous Square, Panorama, Peraia,
etc.
The city is also a major shopping
destination with a variety of shops
in Tsimiski, Proxenou Koromila, and
Mitropoleos streets, but also several
large shopping malls with prices for
students.

C

Anna Zhmurko

IHU Events
The concept of an
international university
goes hand in hand with
opening the boundaries
of knowledge towards
other countries and
cultures. The IHU reaches
out to many countries by
participating in education
fairs or organising
information sessions.

These events provide opportunities for
the IHU staff to meet potential students
and discuss the various postgraduate
programmes with them personally.
This personalised service continues
when students arrive at the university
and helps to bring us closer to our goal
of becoming truly international and a
unique academic institution in Greece
and South East Europe.
In line with this goal, the International
Hellenic University organises various
events where people from the political,
academic and business sectors share
with our students their knowledge,
experience and thoughts regarding
current issues.
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Graduation ceremony
Every year, the International Hellenic
University organises a memorable
Graduation Ceremony for its students
who have successfully completed
their studies. Graduates have the
opportunity to celebrate their academic
achievements with their families and
friends, who travel from different parts of
the world to be present at the ceremony.

“An unforgettable ceremony - my dream
has come true! I had an unimaginable
feeling of pride for achieving what
I had been striving for, gratitude towards
people who gave me this opportunity,
the optimistic and confident look for the
future, and joy to experience this together
with my friends from the university!”
Nino Tevdoradze
MSc in Management
Kiev, Ukraine
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Conferment of Honorary Doctorates
The International Hellenic University has
conferred honorary awards on prominent
members of the Greek Diaspora from the
worlds of science, the humanities, and
finance.
Our 2010 Honorary Doctorates were:
Professor George Constantinides
Leo Melamed Professor of Finance
from the University of Chicago Booth
School of Business, for his contribution to
research in the field of finance
Minos Zombanakis
Chair of the Group for International Study
and Evaluation AG, for his contribution
to the creation and development of the
Euromarkets.

Our 2011 Honorary Doctorates were:
Professor Eleni Glykatzi-Ahrweiler
Sorbonne University, University of
Europe, in recognition of her contribution
to Byzantine History and to Education
Professor Joseph Sifakis
Verimag, University of Grenoble, in
recognition of his contribution to the
field of Computer Science and System
Verification
Professor Stamatis Krimigis
National Council of Research and
Technology, Greece, Space Department,
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns
Hopkins University, in recognition of his
contribution to the Science of Space.

“Thessaloniki was the
first megalopolis in
European history.”

“Information
technology is a
milestone in the
history of mankind
as important as the
invention of writing or
printing.”

“The new, dynamic
International Hellenic
University has already
embraced the future.”
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Conferences
Economic Developments and Challenges
in the World Economy and Markets
and in the region of Southeast Europe
(June 2008)
Keynote speaker was:
•
Dr Kostas Karamanlis
(then Prime Minister of Greece)
with:
•
Richard Gnodde
(Co-CEO, Goldman Sachs
International, London)
•
Michael Dicks
(Head of Research and Strategy,
Barclays Wealth, London)
•
Peter Oppenheimer
(Chief European Equity Strategist
and Head of the European Strategy
Group, Goldman Sachs International,
London)
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Scenarios for Future Knowledge and
the future world structure - Blue Skies
or Collapse? (December 2008)
with:
•
Dr Constantine Karachalios
and Dr Georg Artelsmair
(European Patent Office)
•
Mr Nikos Efthymiadis
Chairman, Redestos Agrotechnology
Group, and Chairman, Thessaloniki
Technology Park
•
Prof. Ilias Kouskouvelis
Rector, Macedonia University,
Thessaloniki
•
Prof. Kostas Kyparissides
Chairman, Centre for Research and
Technology - Hellas (CERTH)
•
Prof. Stavros Panas
Vice Rector, Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki
•
Prof. Constantinos Stephanidis
Chairman, Scientific and Technology
Park of Crete, and Director, Institute
of Computer Science, Foundation for
Research and Technology Hellas
•
Prof. Iakovos Vasalos
then Chairman, Thessaloniki
Innovation Zone

Green Energy Issues
(November 2009)
The conference featured the following
speakers:
•
Ioannis Magriotis
Deputy Minister for Infrastructure,
Transport and Networks
•
Ioannis Tsoukalas
Member of the European
Parliament, Member of ITRE
Committee / Professor Emeritus,
Department of Informatics
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
•
Nikolaos Hatziargyriou
Deputy Managing Director of PPH
(ΔΕΗ) / Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, NTUA
•
Theodoros K. Panagos
Vice President of the Energy
Regulatory Authority (RAE) /
Lawyer D.N.
•
Athanasios G. Konstantopoulos
Head, Aerosol and Particle
Technology Lab / Director, CPERI
CERTH

•

•

•

Nicolas Moussiopoulos
former Dean, Faculty of Engineering,
AUTH, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, AUTH
Ioannis Vlahavas
Dean, School of Science and
Technology (IHU), Professor
of Computer Science, AUTH
Christoforos Koutitas
former Deputy Chairman of the
Governing Board IHU, Professor,
Department of Civil Engineering,
AUTH

Conference on e-Commerce and Digital
Entrepreneurship in Greece
(March 2011)
The event featured the following
speakers:
•
Prof. I. Vlahavas
Dean of the School of Science
and Technology (IHU)
•
Prof. G. Doukidis
Department of Management Science
and Technology, Athens University
of Economics and Business
•
P. Gezerlis
CEO, “buldoza.gr”

•
•

T. Petmezas
General Manager, CosmoONE
Dr K. Fouskas
Department of Technology
Management, University of
Macedonia, Thessaloniki

Talks and Workshops
Improving competiveness and
broadening the production base,
the only answer to the crisis
(Alexandros Tourkolias,
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
of the National Bank, March 2011)
“The Greek economy is facing an
unprecedented challenge to its survival
and yet also challenging prospects. The
country is being called upon to restore
the sustainability of its public finances,
while correcting chronic structural
weaknesses and distortions and building
a sustainable and competitive growth
model. Competitiveness is at the heart
of the challenge we face and the main
objective of any successful exit strategy
from the crisis.”

Workshop on Green ICT
(March 2011)
Acknowledging the significant need
for a low carbon economy, the
International Hellenic University (IHU),
in collaboration with the IEEE VTS and
AESS Greece Chapter, organised a
Green ICT event, where leaders in the
field from academia and the business
sector shared their valuable knowledge
and expertise. The event featured the
following speakers:
•
Mr George Stefanopoulos
General Manager, Greek Mobile
Operators Association (EEKT)
•
Dr Ivaylo Haratcherev
Research Engineer Alcatel-Lucent
Bell Labs France
•
Dr Athanasios Liakopoulos
Coordinator, Networking and
Computing Infrastructure (Greek
Research and Technology Network
S.A.)
•
Prof. Panagiotis Demestichas
Dept.of Digital Systems,
University of Pireaus ICT
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•

•

Prof. Leandros Tassiulas
Dept. of Computer Engineering
and Telecommunications,
University of Thessaly
Dr Vassilis Nikolopoulos
CEO and Founder, Intelen

Cooperation between the University
and Companies (April 2011)
The International Hellenic University
and the German Hellenic Commercial
and Industrial Chamber of Commerce
co-organised a working meeting entitled
“Cooperation between the University
and Companies, a Prerequisite for
Development”.
The key speakers that the event featured
are included:
•
Yiannis Boutaris
Mayor of Thessaloniki
•
Professor Rudolf Schilling
former Vice President of the
Technical University of Munich
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Workshop: Ecological Transportation
in Thessaloniki (May 2011)
The International Hellenic University
organised a workshop on “Ecological
Transportation in Thessaloniki”
in collaboration with the Ecocity
organisation.
The event featured the following
speakers:
•
Liana Gouta
Head of the Northern Greece
Branch, ECOCITY
•
Prof. Nicolas Moussiopoulos
Deputy Chairman of International
Hellenic University
•
Dr Spyros Vougias
Deputy Minister for Infrastructure,
Transport and Networks
•
Thanos Zafiropoulos
Chairman ECOCITY
•
Prof. Ioannis Vlahavas
Dean of the School of Science
and Technology (IHU)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ioannis Frantzeskakis
Transportation Expert,
Professor Emeritus, National
Technical University of Athens,
Honorary President of the ECOCITY
Scientific Committee
Thanos Vlastos
Transportation Expert, National
Technical University of Athens,
Member of Scientific Committee
ECOCITY
Konstantinos Zervas
Deputy Mayor of Environment
and Quality of Life,
Municipality of Thessaloniki
Prof. Panagiotis Papaioannou
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
President of Σ.Α.Σ.Θ. (Thessaloniki
Urban Transport Council)
Panos Papadakos
General Secretary, ECOCITY,
Former President of the Hellenic
Institute of Transportation Engineers
Prof. Zissis Samaras
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

The institutional and regulatory
framework of international trade
transactions: the example of UNCITRAL
(June 2011)

Emissions, Trends, Characteristics
and Health Effects of Particulate
Air Pollutants in the Megacities
(September 2011)

Professor Spiros Bazinas, of the United
Nations Commission on International
Trade Law, gave a talk on “The
institutional and regulatory framework
of international trade transactions:
the example of UNCITRAL”. He was
welcomed by Prof. Athanassios Kaissis,
Professor of Law at Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki and member of the
IHU Governing Board. The audience
consisted of students and academics
from both the IHU and the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, lawyers and
representatives from legal firms, and
representatives of the Municipality of
Thessaloniki, the Consulate of Bulgaria,
the Black Sea Trade and Development
Bank and the Balkan Cultural Centre.

Dr Costas Sioutas (University of
Southern California) gave a talk about
his research on emissions, trends,
characteristics and health effects of
particulate air pollutants in the megacity
of Los Angeles. The role of traffic as the
major direct contributor to particulate
concentrations in the urban atmosphere
was outlined and the latters’ impact
on human and animal health was
established. On the occasion of this
talk, the Special Secretary for Higher
Education, Prof. Vassilios Papazoglou,
announced the approval of four new
programmes of study by the Ministry
of Education and Lifelong Learning to be
offered by IHU in the next academic year.

Transnational Commercial Law Meeting
(October 2011)
The teaching of Transnational
Commercial Law was the focus
of a fruitful meeting hosted by the
International Hellenic University on
3 October 2011. The meeting was
organised by Professor Athanasios
Kaissis.
Professors of law from around the
world, acknowledged experts in the
specific field, attended the meeting
and proffered their valuable knowledge,
knowhow and expertise. Prof H. Kronke
from the University of Heidelberg, Prof.
C. Pejovic from Kyushu University, Prof.
P. Winship from Southern Methodist
University, Dr M. Király from Eötvös
Loránd University, Dr S. Huber from the
University of Heidelberg, Ms A. Dimolitsa
and Dr O. Fleig from the University
of Heidelberg attended the meeting.
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Visit to the IHU by the German Deputy
Minister of Education and Research
(October 2011)
The Deputy Minister for Education and
Research of the Federal Republic of
Germany, Mr Thomas Rachel, visited
the International Hellenic University
on 3 October 2011, accompanied
by the Consul General of Germany,
Mr Wolfgang Hoelscher-Obermaier.
The visit gave the Deputy Chairman
of the Governing Board of the IHU,
Prof. Nicolas Moussiopoulos, and
Member of the Board, Prof. Athanassios
Kaissis, the opportunity to inform the
guests about the progress so far
of the first Greek state university that
offers programmes of study exclusively
in English and about the university’s
research activities.
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The Deputy Minister recognised the
size of the task facing the university
administration of creating an outwardoriented higher education institution
with clear development benefits and
offered his congratulations on the very
positive results so far. He promised to
seek to deepen existing partnerships with
counterpart institutions from Germany
and to uncover possibilities for new
partnerships.
Workshop: Strategies and Best Practice
in Local Government (November 2011)
Local government and the improvement
in the quality of everyday life in cities
comprised the focus of a conference
organised by the International Hellenic
University. The mayors of Thessaloniki,
Kastoria and Langada and officers of
municipalities and organisations from

all over Greece joined in the auditorium
of the International Hellenic University
and exchanged views and experiences
with experts from Greece and Germany
on key issues of urban management.
•
Prof. Dr Bernd Bilitewski
Institute of Waste Management
and Contaminated Sites Treatment,
Dresden
•
Prof. Dr Nicolas Moussiopoulos
Deputy Chairman of International
Hellenic University
•
Dr Martin Wittmaier
Institute for Recycling and
Environmental Protection, Bremen
•
Ass. Prof. Avraam Karagiannidis
Laboratory of Heat Transfer
and Environmental Engineering,
Thessaloniki
Prof. Dr. Barbara Lenz
•
DLR Institute of Transport Research,
Berlin

•
•

•

•

Dr Johannes D. Hengstenberg
co2online GmbH, Berlin
Prof. Dr Agis Papadopoulos
Laboratory of Heat Transfer
and Environmental Engineering,
Thessaloniki
Dr Sigrid Skarpelis-Sperk
Economist, Chair of the Association
of German-Greek Societies, former
Member of the German Parliament
Dr Giorgos Christonakis
Hellenic Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, National Centre for
Public Administration and Local
Government, Athens

COST Meeting: Energy Efficiency
in Large Scale Distributed Systems
(November 2011)
The International Hellenic University
hosted the 2011 COST804 meeting
on “Energy Efficiency in Large Scale
Distributed Systems”. The meeting
entailed technical presentations and
roundtable discussions regarding Green
Communications, Energy Efficient
Networking and Energy Efficient Cloud
Computing. The IHU participated with
a scientific presentation on the subject
of Smartbuiliding/Smartgrid technologies
(more information available at
http://rad.ihu.edu.gr/smartihu/) and
on energy efficient networking.

The Economic Crisis and the Mass
Media (November 2011)
Professor Nicolas Demertzis (National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens
and Chairman of the State Scholarship
Foundation - IKY) gave a talk about the
Economic Crisis and the Mass Media at
the International Hellenic University. One
of the most striking ideas discussed was
the selective trend of the Greek media to
focus on a minority of articles reporting
a bad opinion of Greece and Greeks,
thus creating and nourishing a tension
in today’s society.
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My Country - Right or Wrong?
(December 2011)

Ceremony to honour Professor
Emmanuel Kriaras (December 2011)

The International Hellenic University
hosted the presentation of the recent
Greek translation of Ivan Ilchev’s book
“My Country - Right or Wrong? The
International Propaganda of the Balkan
States in Europe and the United States
(1821-1923)”.

Amid much emotion and with great
success the International Hellenic
University honoured Professor Emeritus
of Philosophy, Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki, Emmanuel Kriaras, who
is enjoying the 106th year of his life.
The event took place in a packed
auditorium and was moderated by
Member of the Governing Board,
Professor of Law at AUTh, Athanassios
Kaissis. The audience was welcomed
by the Chairman of the IHU Governing
Board, Professor Costas Grammenos
CBE, DSc, and the Dean of the School of
Humanities, Professor Vassilis Gounaris.

The author of the book, Ivan Ilchev, is a
prominent Bulgarian historian. Professor
of Modern History at the University of
Sofia, Ilchev was recently re-elected
Rector of the University.
Based on the study of an impressive
volume of archival and printed material,
the book examines the mechanisms
of communication used by the Balkan
States to influence European public
opinion on their national issues.
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IHU in the Social Media!
Are you a social networking fan?
Do you want to be up to date with the IHU’s latest news?
Join our fanpages, post your comments, check our videos and
be part of our online international student community!
International Hellenic University/Διεθνές Πανεπιστήμιο της Ελλάδος
IHU - School of Economics & Business Administration
IHU - School of Humanities
IHU - School of Science & Technology
BlackseaStudies
IHU_SciTech

International Hellenic University

Contact Details

IHU Location

School of Economics and
Business Administration
T +30 2310 807528
F +30 2310 474520
E infoseba@ihu.edu.gr
www.econ.ihu.edu.gr

The university campus is located close to Thermi
on the Thessaloniki - Nea Moudania highway (14th km).

School of Humanities
T +30 2310 807529
F +30 2310 474520
E infosoh@ihu.edu.gr
www.hum.ihu.edu.gr

University Campus
International Hellenic University
14th km Thessaloniki - Nea Moudania
57001
Thessaloniki

School of Science and
Technology
T +30 2310 807501
F +30 2310 474590
E infotech@ihu.edu.gr
www.tech.ihu.edu.gr
www.ihu.edu.gr

Visitors are welcome to view the facilities.
Appointments can be made to meet staff
and be shown around.

www.ihu.edu.gr

